SummaryTo evaluate whether the dosimetric advantage of prone positioning with intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) is maintained throughout the entire treatment course, we conducted a prospective study in which 10 patients had prone and supine plans generated. Patients were rescanned weekly in both positions and the delivered doses were recalculated for each fraction. We conclude that prone positioning with a belly board may provide small bowel sparing that is superior to supine IMRT with interfraction dose variation similar to supine treatment.

Introduction {#sec1}
============

Gastrointestinal (GI) toxicity is the most frequently encountered complication of pelvic radiation therapy with clinically significant acute and late toxicity occurring in up to 60% and 20% of patients, respectively.[@bib1] Radiation dose to the small bowel (SB) and volume of SB irradiated are the strongest predictors of GI toxicity during pelvic radiation therapy.[@bib2] Thus, methods to reduce SB radiation exposure have the potential to decrease GI toxicity and open the possibility for target dose escalation. Prone positioning on a belly board (PBB) and intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) are 2 of the most effective and frequently used techniques for reducing SB dose from pelvic radiation therapy.

PBB is a simple method for physically displacing SB away from target structures within the pelvis. Three-dimensional treatment planning studies have demonstrated that PBB significantly reduces the volume of SB receiving prescription doses.[@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6] Clinically, retrospective studies have shown that 3-dimensional pelvic radiation therapy with prone positioning is associated with less acute GI toxicity compared with supine controls.[@bib6], [@bib7] On the basis of these results, PBB is routinely used at some institutions for pelvic radiation therapy. IMRT aims to decrease GI toxicity in pelvic radiation therapy by improving target dose conformality. Treatment planning comparisons have shown that IMRT is capable of significantly decreasing dose to SB in patients with rectal, gynecologic, anal, and prostate cancer.[@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11] In clinical practice, both retrospective[@bib12], [@bib13] and prospective studies[@bib14] have shown that pelvic IMRT is associated with lower acute and late GI toxicity compared with 3-dimensional conformal treatment for select subsites.

The combination of both PBB and IMRT appears to offer increased SB sparing during pelvic radiation therapy. Treatment planning comparisons in patients with gynecologic, rectal, and anal cancer have demonstrated reduced SB doses with prone IMRT compared with supine IMRT or prone 3-dimensional conformal radiation therapy.[@bib7], [@bib9], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17] To date, no studies using pelvic IMRT have demonstrated improved clinical outcomes with PBB over supine treatment.

Despite the potential dosimetric advantages of prone IMRT, the combination raises several concerns. Compared with supine positioning, prone treatment may be associated with both increased interfraction position variation[@bib18], [@bib19] and greater day-to-day anatomic deformation.[@bib20] Given the increased conformality and complex beam fluences with IMRT, positioning errors and anatomic changes may result in unanticipated dose variations within SB and, potentially, target underdosage. Therefore, it is possible that the dosimetric advantage of prone IMRT seen in simulation may not be maintained through the course of treatment.

We conducted a prospective study to compare prone and supine pelvic IMRT on the basis of the reconstruction of "delivered" doses to target volumes and organs at risk. Each patient was simulated and planned for both supine and PBB. During the course of treatment, in-room computed tomography (CT) on rails was performed weekly in both positions. These datasets allowed us to use each patient as their own control and to calculate "real-world" on-treatment doses as if each patient had been treated in both positions. On the basis of the previously observed positional variations and anatomic deformations with prone positioning, we hypothesized that prone treatment would result in greater interfraction dose variation to SB than supine treatment.

Methods and materials {#sec2}
=====================

Ten patients receiving curative pelvic radiation therapy at the University of Utah Huntsman Cancer Hospital were enrolled in an institutional review board--approved, prospective study. Because the primary requirement for the study was to obtain weekly CT scans of each patient in both positions, inclusion criteria were intentionally broad. Disease sites were rectal (n = 4), cervical/endometrial (n = 4), and anal (n = 2). The radiation exposure from the additional CT scans was quantified and documented in the consent. All contouring and planning for the project was independent of actual patient treatment, and enrollment did not affect therapy.

Simulation {#sec2.1}
----------

Patients were simulated on a GE LightSpeed RT 16-slice large bore CT using 2.5-mm slice thickness (GE HealthCare, Waukesha, WI). Patients were instructed to drink 700 mL of water 30 minutes before simulation. All patients were simulated both PBB and supine. The actual treatment position was at the discretion of the treating radiation oncologist; 3 patients were treated prone and 7 supine. Each patient had separate alpha cradles molded for each position (Smithers Medical Products, Canton, OH). For PBB, patients were placed face down on a 10-cm-thick polyurethane foam board with a 30-cm wide by 25-cm long rectangular aperture for the belly. This was indexed to an alpha cradle molded from below the knees up to the pelvis. An ankle pillow was used to support the patient\'s feet. The isocenter was marked on the skin with permanent tattoos, which in turn were marked on the belly board with room lasers. The isocenter for the patient orientation that was not treated was referred to as the research isocenter and was demarcated with indelible marker and covered with waterproof, transparent dressing.

Treatment volumes and planning {#sec2.2}
------------------------------

Target volumes and prescriptions were generated in accordance with Radiation Therapy Oncology Group IMRT protocols for cervical/endometrial (0418), anal (0529), and rectal cancer (0822). Within the bony pelvis, regional node clinical target volumes (CTVs) were defined by expanding vessels by 7 mm and excluding bone, muscle, and bowel loops. Inguinal and external iliac nodes were included for anal cancer plans whereas external iliac nodes were included for gynecologic cases. To minimize subjective differences between prone and supine target volumes, the CTV was first contoured on the scan that was performed in the treatment position. Next, the scan for the alternate position was registered using bony anatomy. The CTV was then copied onto the second dataset and modified if necessary. The planning target volume (PTV) was generated using a 7-mm isotropic expansion on the CTV. The peritoneal cavity was contoured from the pelvic floor inferiorly to 2 cm above the PTV. A semi-automated algorithm based on Hounsfield values was used to define hollow viscera within the peritoneal cavity, and the large bowel was manually removed from SB.

Separate 7-field IMRT plans with equidistant beam spacing were generated for each position. All plans were generated by a single planner using the Eclipse treatment planning system (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). A standardized optimization process was used for planning ([Appendix e1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). For all plans, 6 MV photons were used and the final dose was calculated using the analytical anisotropic algorithm for delivery on a Siemens Artiste with 160 leaf MLC (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The same process was performed to generate plans in each position ([Fig 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 1Representative isodose distribution for rectal plan in the supine (upper panels) and prone (lower panels) positions.

Prone and supine plans for each patient were normalized for 95% of prescription dose covering 95% of the PTV. Target volumes for gynecologic and rectal cases were planned at 1.8 Gy per fraction to a total of 45 to 50.4 Gy. Anal cases were planned with a dose-painting technique using 2 target dose levels of 1.5 Gy and 1.8 Gy per fraction ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Patient and initial plan characteristicsPatient No.Anatomic SiteBody Mass IndexPlanning/Contouring ProtocolPrescription (Gy in fx)PositionPlanning Target Volume (cm^3^)Clinical Target Volume min (%)Small Bowel in Planning Target Volume (cm^3^)1Postoperative Endometrium24.3RTOG 041850.4 in 28Prone111710034.7Supine11329542.02Rectum21.2RTOG 082245 in 25Prone1074914.3Supine11589340.33Intact Cervix28.8RTOG 041850.4 in 28Prone14429121.2Supine13898618.14Rectum21.8RTOG 082245 in 25Prone1154955.0Supine976900.65Rectum24.9RTOG 082245 in 25Prone11299347.0Supine13829470.76Intact Cervix19.7RTOG 041850.4 in 28Prone11228387.3Supine112685113.17Postoperative Endometrium30.5RTOG 041850.4 in 28Prone1160960Supine11529612.38Anus (T2, N0)22.8RTOG 052950.4/42 in 28Prone16839828.0Supine16508539.89Anus (T3, N0)31.9RTOG 052954/45 in 30Prone1707926.1Supine17779429.410Rectum30.0RTOG 082245 in 25Prone926930.6Supine900920.6[^1]

Treatment and weekly imaging {#sec2.3}
----------------------------

Patients were given the same bladder filling instructions for treatment as for simulation. In-room scans were performed weekly using a 40-slice Siemens CT on rails at a 2.5-mm slice thickness. One scan was performed immediately before treatment. After treatment, the patient was placed in the research orientation using the second immobilization device aligned to the research tattoos and rescanned. All patients received 5 research scans in addition to the weekly treatment scans for a total of 10 on-treatment CT scans per patient.

Each treatment CT scan was registered offline to the planning scan by a single physician using Siemens Adaptive Targeting software. The registration was primarily based on bony anatomy but took into consideration whether the PTV adequately covered all target tissue. Image guided corrections were made only via table translation and did not include rotation.

Recontouring and dose recalculations {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------

Weekly CT scans for each patient were registered with their original simulation CT in Eclipse using bony registration and full 6 degrees of freedom corrections. CTVs and PTVs were transferred directly onto the new scans. The original patient-specific density-based algorithm was used to facilitate delineation of bowel loops, and the bladder was manually contoured ([Appendix e2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

For dose recalculations, weekly CT scans were reregistered in Eclipse using the couch corrections that were obtained from the offline fusion. The original fluences were transferred to the new scans, and doses were recalculated using analytical anisotropic algorithm. Separate dose-volume histograms (DVHs) were generated for target volumes and individual loops of SB on the new scans using the original treatment prescription. SB doses were estimated for each treatment course by averaging volumes of SB receiving dose in 5-Gy dose increments among the 5 weekly scans for each patient and position.

Statistical analysis {#sec2.5}
--------------------

Analyses were conducted using SPSS Version 20. Volume of SB receiving dose was recorded in 5-Gy increments from 15 Gy to 45 Gy for all plans. Simple comparisons of means with regard to prone versus supine positioning were assessed with analysis of variance. A *P*-value of ≤.05 was deemed to indicate statistical significance. Mixed regression analyses were used to account for the fact that data of interest were derived from repeated measures of subjects within the same visit and repeated across 5 visits for each subject.

Absolute deviation between planned dose to bowel and delivered dose was analyzed using mixed effects. At each 5-Gy increment from 15 Gy to 45 Gy, the volume of the SB that received that dose was divided by the respective volume from the planning CT scan. Any deviation between planned and delivered doses to SB of \>10% was a priori designated as clinically relevant. Variability in dose to SB as a function of body mass index (BMI) was also analyzed. To assess the effect of bladder filling on SB sparing, regressions were performed at 5-Gy increments in prone and supine positions.

Results {#sec3}
=======

The average BMI was 25.59 kg/m^2^ (standard deviation \[SD\], ±4.17; range, 19.7-31.9 kg/m^2^). Analyzable data were available for 118 of 120 CT scans (10 planning CT scans, 108 weekly CT scans). The mean PTV volume at planning was not significantly different between positions (1281.4 cm^3^ for prone vs 1264.2 cm^3^ for supine; *P* = .75). Average bladder volume was not significantly different between positions when analyzing all scans (178.3 for prone vs 164.0 for supine; *P* = .49).

Small bowel exposure {#sec3.1}
--------------------

Across all scans (simulation and weekly), the average volume of SB loops contained within the PTV was significantly lower with prone positioning (28.9 cm^3^ prone vs 49.7 cm^3^ with supine positioning; *P* \< .001). The volume of SB contained within the PTV was highly variable between the initial simulation and daily treatment in both positions ([Fig 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In general, the volume of SB within the PTV was lower at simulation than during treatment (supine average of 35.5 cm^3^ at simulation and 52.6 cm^3^ at treatment; prone average of 26.1 cm^3^ at simulation and 35.1 cm^3^ at treatment).Figure 2Volume of small bowel loops contained within the planning target volume in the supine and prone positions for each patient. Scan 0 represents simulation. Note the different scale for the y-axis between patients.

For 9 of 10 patients, prone positioning provided SB sparing superior to that of supine positioning for the initial plans ([Fig 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). When the full course of treatment was evaluated, the total volume of SB that received 20 Gy to 45 Gy was significantly lower with prone positioning ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Fig 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). On average, prone positioning reduced the volume of SB receiving a given dose of radiation by 28% compared with supine positioning. Higher BMI was associated with significantly less SB receiving doses of 15 Gy to 30 Gy with prone positioning (*P* \< .011 for each dose level).Figure 3Cumulative small bowel dose estimates in the supine and prone positions for each patient. Each treatment plot represents an average of 5 scans.Figure 4Cumulative small bowel dose estimates for the entire group for simulation and all treatments (118 scans total). Error bars represent the group average of standard deviation for each patient. The *P*-values for intervals are indicated in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Mean volume of small bowel (cm^3^) receiving doses from 15 Gy to 45 Gy in prone versus supine positionsVolumeProneSupine*P*-ValueV15239.74256.46.53V20162.75208.58.005V25114.85162.21\<.001V3082.81126.07\<.001V3562.2197.41\<.001V4046.4676.67\<.001V4533.0046.87.045

Bladder filling {#sec3.2}
---------------

Average bladder volume did not differ significantly between treatment positions (178.3 cm^3^ for prone vs 163.8 cm^3^ for supine; *P* = .49). Increased bladder volume was weakly associated with lower volume of SB loops falling within the PTV (*P* = .012), but this was dependent on positioning. Specifically, within supine treatments, dose to SB was significantly correlated with bladder filling from V15 to V40 (P = .001-.013). For prone treatment, this relationship was not significant (*P* = .15-.24).

Deviation from planned dose {#sec3.3}
---------------------------

There were substantial deviations between planned and delivered doses to SB (\>10% more or less than planned) that were observed with increasing frequency from 5 Gy up to 45 Gy. These deviations were observed in 68% of cases at 15 Gy and increased to 96% of treatments at 45 Gy. The results from χ^2^ analyses at each 5-Gy increment showed no significant association between positioning and clinically significant deviations (*P* = .05-.95). There was a significant interaction between BMI and treatment position for volumes receiving between 15 Gy to 25 Gy (*P* = .018-.027). These interactions showed a slight increase in deviation from the planned dose for patients with a higher BMI in the supine position. These effects were not present at doses \>25 Gy. The minimum CTV dose at planning was 93.5% for prone plans and 91.6% for supine plans (*P* = .154). The minimum CTV coverage at the time of treatment did not differ significantly on the basis of treatment position (88% of prescription dose for prone vs 89% for supine; *P* = .544).

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

Treatment planning comparisons have demonstrated that PBB significantly reduces the anticipated doses to SB with pelvic IMRT.[@bib5], [@bib7], [@bib9], [@bib16] A systematic review of available studies conducted by Wiesendanger et al concluded that use of PBB results in a lower volume of irradiated SB compared with the supine position for both 3-dimensional conformal radiation therapy and IMRT plans.[@bib21] Despite the potential dosimetric advantages of prone positioning, use of this technique remains highly variable between centers and the clinical benefits of the combination have not been demonstrated.

To our knowledge, this study represents the only intraindividual comparison between prone and supine pelvic IMRT that addresses dosimetric differences at the time of simulation and on the day of treatment delivery. By using volumetric fan-beam CT imaging to estimate doses to SB for delivered treatment fractions, our analysis provides an accurate estimate of the expected SB dose in a range of patients who receive pelvic IMRT with pretreatment imaging. As our results demonstrate, PBB can provide additional SB sparing over supine pelvic IMRT throughout the course of treatment without observed dosimetric disadvantages.

Previous studies have demonstrated that pelvic radiation therapy in the prone position may result in greater systematic setup errors between tattoos and bony anatomy when compared with supine positioning.[@bib18], [@bib22] Bayley et al conducted a randomized trial to compare prone and supine 3-dimensional conformal (non-IMRT) prostate cancer treatment and found increased day-to-day prostate motion with prone treatment. Given this positional variability, larger setup margins were used, which ultimately outweighed the dosimetric advantage of prone positioning.[@bib19] When analyzing the setup corrections between tattoos and bony anatomy, other authors have found less random setup error with PBB.[@bib22] However, it remains unclear whether interfraction setup errors are relevant when daily pretreatment imaging is used.[@bib6], [@bib11], [@bib23]

Chen et al used daily megavoltage CT scans obtained from 9 patients with anal cancer who were treated supine with IMRT to estimate the target dose coverage and SB dose with and without image guided radiation therapy.[@bib23] On the basis of the degree of observed setup variations, the authors demonstrated that setup margins of \>1 cm would be required to ensure adequate target coverage in the absence of pretreatment imaging. In contrast, image guided radiation therapy demonstrated consistent target coverage with 5 mm margins and was associated with significant reductions in V15 and V45. Using uniform 7 mm PTV margins, we found similar target dose coverage and SB dose variability in prone and supine treatment. Our findings support those of other authors and suggest that pretreatment imaging and rigid immobilization may negate the reproducibility concerns of prone positioning.

Interfraction small bowel dose variability {#sec4.1}
------------------------------------------

Dose recalculation studies have demonstrated significant variability between planned and delivered doses to SB.[@bib24], [@bib25] Han et al performed weekly CT scans of patients with cervical cancer receiving pelvic IMRT in the prone position using an SB displacement device. They demonstrated significant changes in the SB dose throughout treatment, specifically that the SB dose consistently increased in later weeks of treatment.[@bib20] We observed a consistent increase in the volume of SB contained within PTV between simulation and treatment. This trended upward throughout treatment but was not as significant as in previous studies, which is possibly due to our inclusion of different disease sites. This could be a result of decreased rectal filling over time due to rectal irritation resulting from treatment.

The method of SB delineation (bowel loops vs peritoneal cavity) has been shown to affect the degree of SB sparing at the time of treatment delivery. Sanguineti et al performed dose recalculations on weekly CT scans in patients receiving whole pelvic IMRT. Separate plans were generated using either SB loops or peritoneal cavity as the primary organ at risk. They demonstrated a significantly higher interfraction variation in volume of SB receiving \>45 Gy when individual loops were used for optimization.[@bib25] Our study used a peritoneal avoidance structure for optimization. Despite this approach, dose to SB loops at treatment consistently deviated from the original plan. In 3 of our patients, the SB DVH for each of the 5 subsequent scans fell more than 1 SD outside of the DVH from simulation ([Fig 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; patients 7, 9, and 10). In the most extreme example, this correlated with a predicted SB V20 of 260 cm^3^ at simulation versus 426 cm^3^ on the day of treatment for a supine patient. A review of the isodose distributions suggests that these changes are more a result of the daily variability in the location of SB loops than a result of altered dose distribution within the patient. Variability of the SB volume contained within the PTV illustrates that SB position is highly inconsistent between scans ([Fig 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This is in line with the results from other authors who found that \>20% of SB loops remain in the same location throughout the course of treatment.[@bib25], [@bib26]

In terms of GI toxicity, this may reduce the predictive value of dose to individual bowel loops at the time of simulation. These interfraction dose variations are likely to be of even greater clinical significance with hypofractionated regimens or stereotactic body radiation therapy, where there would be less forgiveness of daily dose variations. Ultimately, collection of daily volumetric imaging and correlation with clinical outcomes will be essential in future studies of pelvic and abdominal radiation therapy.

Positioning on belly board {#sec4.2}
--------------------------

Other authors have demonstrated that patient position relative to the belly board opening can greatly influence the degree of SB sparing with prone positioning.[@bib27] With optimal positioning, the lower border of the cutout lies at the level of the lumbosacral junction and displaces SB cranially ([Fig 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Although our use of rigid immobilization facilitated consistent positioning on the board, several patients were positioned high on the board. One patient ([Fig 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; patient 4) was positioned with the pubic symphysis immediately at the board opening, which resulted in much of the SB falling into the pelvis. This patient had higher SB doses with PBB. High positioning on the belly board also appeared to be associated with greater interfraction variability in pelvic rotation. In contrast, pelvic rotation with prone positioning is negligible when the iliac crests are supported on the belly board.[@bib28]

In aggregate, our findings are consistent with those of other authors and demonstrate the importance of optimal patient positioning and immobilization at the time of simulation for maximum bowel sparing and setup reproducibility.

The benefit of prone positioning in reducing low-intermediate doses (\<50% of prescription) to SB has not been consistent across studies.[@bib5], [@bib16], [@bib17] Some of this variability may be due to differences in patient positioning and belly board construction. In our group, V15 was not significantly different between prone and supine positions, and 4 patients had significantly higher V15 and V20 with PBB ([Fig 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; patients 1, 3, 4, and 8). Patients with high positioning on the belly board had the highest volumes of SB receiving low doses. Use of limited posterior arc delivery or static fields with only lateral and posterior fields has been advocated by some authors for prone IMRT.[@bib9] Although this could potentially improve low-intermediate SB dose in this scenario, ensuring optimal positioning at the time of simulation would likely result in greater SB sparing.

Influence of bladder volume {#sec4.3}
---------------------------

Increased bladder filling has been shown to decrease the SB dose during pelvic radiation therapy. Kim et al specifically evaluated the influence of bladder filling with PBB and demonstrated a significant reduction in SB dose with full versus empty bladder treatment.[@bib29] In our study, bladder volume was only weakly associated with SB dose and only in the supine position. This discrepancy may be attributable to differences in study design: Whereas Kim et al used a binary design with an initial scan performed with full bladder and a repeat scan immediately after voiding, in our study all patients were simply given standard bladder filling instructions. This resulted in significantly less variability in bladder volumes when compared with true full/empty bladder scans. Our findings indicate that PBB treatment can reduce SB dose over supine positioning when standard bladder filling instructions are used.

Study limitations {#sec4.4}
-----------------

For our analysis, accumulated dose to SB for an entire treatment course was estimated from 5 weekly CT scans by recalculating the total prescription dose on the scan of the day and averaging the volumes of SB receiving a given dose. This was a pragmatic decision based on the limitations of our dataset (weekly on-treatment scans) and software constraints. The generation of true, cumulative DVHs would require daily imaging and a deformable image registration system that is capable of tracking individual segments of SB between multiple time points.

When designing this study, we arbitrarily chose a 10% deviation between planned and delivered dose to SB as "clinically significant." In retrospect, this estimate was too stringent and may have decreased our sensitivity at detecting more significant variations in bowel dose between the 2 positions. Because contrast was not used for weekly scans and gross tumor was often not visible, each patient\'s target volumes were transferred from simulation scan to treatment scan without modification. Therefore, although our estimates for target dose coverage are likely valid for nodal coverage, they do not account for target deformation, which may potentially vary with treatment position. Lastly, the small number of patients within each disease site may reduce the generalizability of our results to specific disease subsites.

Conclusions {#sec5}
===========

PBB can reduce the volume of small bowel receiving ≥20 Gy with pelvic IMRT. This benefit is seen at simulation and throughout the entire course of treatment. Prone IMRT is associated with interfraction dose variation to SB similar to that of supine positioning. Taken together, these findings suggest that prone positioning is an effective method for further maximizing SB sparing during pelvic IMRT. Validation in a larger series of patients and correlation with toxicity outcomes will be necessary to demonstrate the clinical benefit from prone positioning during pelvic IMRT.

Supplementary data {#appsec1}
==================

Appendices e1 and e2
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[^1]: fx, fraction; RTOG, Radiation Therapy Oncology Group.
